CLUTCH PURSE
This stylish clutch purse in two sizes is lined, has piping at outer edges, and snap closure.

Suggested Fabrics:
Brocade, silk, cotton types, jacquard, linen

Material Required:
3/8 yd (0.35 m) of Fabric, Lining, and Fusible Interfacing
28” (70 cm) Wide (minimum width).

Notions:
Thread, 1 yd (0.95 m) of piping, one magnetic snap.
Fashion for the whole family!

Five sizes in each pattern
Printed on quality paper
Always easy sewing
Great fit and professional results
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HOW TO USE KWIK-SEW® PATTERN
Pattern has two sizes and is color coded for the different sizes. Select the size and cut out pattern. Make sure the pattern pieces are printed at 100% scale by measuring the guide by the side of each pattern piece.

CUTTING
Preshrink fabric, if necessary. Fold fabric, right sides together, and place pattern pieces on fabric, following the layout. Follow arrows for correct grain, placing ends of grain line an equal distance from the selvage. Hold pattern pieces in place with weights or pins. Cut out pattern pieces using scissors or rotary cutter. Before removing the pattern pieces from fabric, transfer all construction lines, dots and notches to fabric. The easiest way to mark notches, center front, center back and fold lines is to make tiny clips on seam allowances, or mark with chalk or a water-soluble pen. Label pattern pieces on wrong side with tape.

LAYOUT CODE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fabric</th>
<th>Pattern piece</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fabric, Lining and Interfacing 28" (70 cm) Wide
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SEAM ALLOWANCES
1/4" (6 mm) seam allowances are included for all seams.

PRESSING
Steam press each seam as sewn. Clip seam allowances where necessary so seams are flat.

CLIP INNER CURVES  NOTCH OUTER CURVES  CLIP CORNERS

FABRIC ILLUSTRATION CODE

Right Side of Fabric  Wrong Side of Fabric  Interfacing  Right Side of Lining  Wrong Side of Lining

Purse

1. Fuse interfacing to wrong sides of lining front and lining back. Fuse a scrap piece of interfacing to wrong side of fabric front at snap placement.

2. Stitch darts at bottom of fabric and lining fronts and backs. Trim darts 1/4" (6 mm) from stitches. Press darts open.

SEWING PROCEDURES
Use an all-purpose thread and a size 12/80 sewing machine needle for light to medium weight fabric or a size 14/90 for heavyweight fabric. Sew the seams with a medium length straight stitch.

Overcast the seam allowances together if necessary; using a medium zigzag or three-step zigzag stitch.
3. Following instructions on closure package, apply socket to right side of fabric front at placement marked. Apply stud piece to right side of lining back at placement marked.


5. Pin lining side of front to right side of lining back at bottom and sides, matching darts and notches. Stitch close to outer edges.

6. Pin piping to right side of fabric back at outer edges, with raw edges even; start at notch on one side and overlap ends of piping, as shown. Stitch, following stitches on piping.

7. Pin lining back (with front) to fabric back, right sides together, matching darts and notches. Stitch, following previous stitches, and leave a 3" (8 cm) opening for turning at top of flap. Clip curved seam allowances.

8. Turn right side out through opening on flap. Turn lining inside bag. Press. At opening, fold under raw edge of lining and secure to piping with hand stitches.